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I. Introduction
In the following pages I replicate and further extend the paper by Mark Gertler and Antonella

Trigari (GT) "Unemployment Fluctuations with Staggered Nash Wage Bargaining" published in the
Journal of Political Economy in 2009: By "replicate" I mean to derive all the relevant expressions
and formulae in the paper and by "extend" I mean to examine the e¤ects of shocks that are not
present in the original model. In particular, I consider a "unionization" shock, which I model as a
shock to the parameter that measures the "static" bargaining power of workers. In replicating the
paper I follow very closely the original order of the exposition and the timing of each step taken by
GT.
I �nd that the response of the economy to a temporary (but persistent) increase in unionization

is mainly characterized by a drop in output, employment, hiring rates and vacancies, and an increase
in wages and unemployment. The addition of unionization shocks helps to improve the performance
of the model against data in the case of �exible prices. Finally, the impact of this type of shocks
becomes less signi�cant as the frequency with which wages are renegotiated decreases.
In Section II I present the model and de�ne an equilibrium; in Section III I compute the steady

state and present the log-linearized economy; in Section IV I present and explain the calibration of
the model followed by GT and show their results, as resulting from my replication; in Section V I
consider an extension to the GT model and �nally Section VI concludes. In the Appendix I derive
explicitly the system of log-linearized equations.

II. The Model
The authors combine the structure of the standard matching models of Mortensen and Pissarides

(Mortensen and Pissarides 1994; Pissarides 2000) with the spirit of the "Calvo pricing": �rms
bargain over wages with their workers and each period only a fraction of the �rms is allowed to
bargain again over the nominal wages. If there are new hired workers between two periods of
bargaining, following Hall (2005); they are hired according to the last bargained wage.

A. Unemployment, Vacancies, and Matching
The authors consider an economy where time is discrete and runs forever, indexed by t =

0; 1; 2; : : : There is continuum of in�nitely lived workers and a continuum of in�nitely lived �rms,
both with equal measure and normalized to 1: Each worker is in only one of two possible states:
employed or unemployed. The authors depart from the standard matching and search models and
assume that a �rm can hire an amount of workers of measure n workers every period. Each period
the �rm can also post a measure of v postings in order to attract workers for the next period. The
authors also depart from the standard models in this respect because they assume the posting of
the vacancies is costless. What will cause a (quadratic) cost to the �rm is the change of its level of
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employment, n: If we index �rms by i 2 I and call v :=
R
I vidi and n :=

R
I nidi the total number

of vacancies posted and workers hired, respectively, then the total number of unemployed workers,
who search for a job, is:

u = 1� n: (1)

The matching technology is such that

m = �mu
�v1��; (2)

where m is the number of total matches, � 2 [0; 1] and �m measures the e¢ ciency of such a
technology.
The authors also assume exogenous destruction rate for current matches (as in Mortensen and

Pissarides 1994): each period a �rm looses each worker with probability 1� �:

B. Firms
The production technology operated by �rms yields

y = zk�n1��; (3)

where y is output, k is physical capital, � 2 (0; 1) and z is a productivity stochastic factor that is
common to all �rms and follows a �rst-order Markov process.
Notice that if the probability for a �rm of �lling a vacancy is m

v =: q; then, by independence
and the "atomicity" of the �rm1 , qv is the amount of new hires when the �rm posts v vacancies.
Then, the hiring rate, which the authors denote by x; is

x :=
m
v v

n
: (4)

Now we can state the law of motion of the worforce of a �rm:

n0 = �n+ qv

= (�+ x)n: (5)

The authors denote by s the vector of aggregate state variables and write �� (s; s0) for the �rm�s
discount rate from the current period to the next one. � 2 (0; 1) is the standard constant discount
factor, whereas � (s; s0) will be derived from the consumer�s maximization problem. The individual
state variables for the �rm are the number of workers hired, n; and the wage the �rm pays to all its
workers, w: The rental rate of capital, r; is determined in a fully competitive market. The problem
of the �rm is as follows:

F (n;w; s) = max
k;x

zk�n1�� � wn� �

2
x2n� rk + �E [� (s; s0)F (n0; w0; s0) j (n;w; s)] ;

s:t: : n0 = (�+ x)n: (6)

The quadratic terms comes from the (already metioned) fact that the �rm faces a quadratic cost for
increasing its labor force, which is also linear in its scale. Notice that standard dynamic program-
ming arguments apply (more precisely, Blackwell�s conditions), so a solution to the above Bellman

1By "atomicity" I mean that if the �rm succesfully �lls one of its v vacancies, this doesn�t a¤ect at all the
probability of �lling the "second" vacancy.
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equation e¤ectively exists and it is unique. While the wage is not being "decided" in the above
problem, it will be endogenously determined by Nash bargaining, whenever possible. This will be
explicitly derived in Subsection D.
Now, let�s call T the map implicitly de�ned on the right-hand-side of the Bellman equation in

(6) above. By �rst assuming that the conditional expectation on the right-hand-side is independent
of the scale of the technology (we would have to later on verify this guess), we can show that T
maps functions that are homogeneous of degree 1 in the �rst variable, n; into the same type of
functions:

T (v) (n0; w0; s0) = T (v) ((�+ x)n;w0; s0)

= max
k;x

zk�n1�� � wn� �

2
x2n� rk + �E [� (s; s0) v ((�+ x)n;w0; s0) j (n;w; s)]

= max
k;x

zk�n1�� � wn� �

2
x2n� rk + n�E [� (s; s0) v ((�+ x) ; w0; s0) j (n;w; s)]

= n

�
max
k;x

z

�
k

n

��
� w � �

2
x2 � r k

n
+ �E [� (s; s0) v ((�+ x) ; w0; s0) j (n;w; s)]

�
= n

(
maxbk;x zbk� � w � �

2
x2 � rbk + �E [� (s; s0) v ((�+ x) ; w0; s0) j (1; w; s)])

= nT (v) ((�+ x) ; w0; s0) ; (7)

where we have "relabeled" the variable k by bk := k
n : Of course this is not just a relabeling since

bk
is a rather di¤erent variable than k; but since the choice of k in the original problem is equivalent
to the choice of bk in the �nal problem, the change of variable makes literally no di¤erence. Finally,
since the space of continuous and bounded functions homogeneous of degree 1 in the �rst variable is
closed, F (n;w; s) will inherit this property and therefore we can write it as F (n;w; s) = J (w; s)n;
where

J (w; s) := F (1; w; s) : (8)

So the problem reduces to

J (w; s) = maxbk;x zbk� � w � �

2
x2 � rbk + (�+ x)�E [� (s; s0) J (w0; s0) j (w; s)] : (9)

Notice how crucial was the assumption of the adjustment cost being proportional to the scale of
the �rm. If we take the reasoning literally, the cost should be

�

2
(qv � n)2 =

�

2
(xn� n)2

=
�

2
(x� 1)2 n2: (10)

But the linearity assumption shouldn�t make much di¤erence in the �nal results and it is certainly
handy.
Given the probability q of �lling a vacancy, the rental rate on capital r; and the current and

expected path of wages, the problem of the �rm (9) yields the following two FOC:�bk� : �zbk��1 = r; (11)

(x) : �x = �E [� (s; s0) J (w0; s0) j (w; s)] : (12)
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From the �rst equation, since z is common to all �rms, we can see that every �rm will choose the
same amount of capital/employment ratio.
The �rst of the FOC can be rewritten as

r = �
y

k

= �
y
k
nn

= �
ybkn: (13)

So, by substituting this last equation and (12) into the objective function of the �rm�s problem, we
have that

J (w; s) =
y

n
� w � �

2
x2 � � ybknbk + (�+ x)�x

= (1� �) zbk� � w + �

2
x2 + ��x; (14)

so (12) can be rewritten as follows:

�x = �E
h
� (s; s0)

�
a0 � w0 + �

2
x02 + ��x0

�
j (w; s)

i
; (15)

where a := (1� �) yn : As the authors note, from the above equation we can see that the only
�rm-speci�c variable in w: So, all �rms with the same wage will choose the same hiring rate x:

C. Workers
One of the two components in the determination of the wage as a result of a Nash-type bargainig

between a �rm and a worker is the worker�s surplus derived from employment. We will derive an
expression for this surplus in what follows. If we call V (w; s) the value of employment and U (s)
the value of unemployment (both in consumption units) we have that:

V (w; s) = w + �E [� (s; s0) [�V (w0; s0) + (1� �)U (s0)] j (w; s)] : (16)

The worker behaves as if he were risk-neutral and consumed his entire salary, so he derives w utilis
today from it. Tomorrow with probability � he will survive and stay in his current �rm and will get
the value V (w0; s0) when aggregate state is s0 and his wage is w0:With probability 1�� he does not
survive and becomes unemployed so he get value U (s0) when aggregate state is s0: The expected
value tomorrow in state s0; �V (w0; s0) + (1� �)U (s0) is properly discounted by �� (s; s0) : But the
worker is not necessarily risk-neutral. As it will become clearer in Section E, the worker belongs to
a representative family that decides consuption per capita and therefore perfectly insures each of
its members. So, the best thing each employed agent can do is to increase as much as possible the
"size of the pie". That is why the focus of the worker is on the maximization of wealth.
For the computation of U (s) ; let �rst V x (s) be the average value of employment accross workers

who where hired in the previous period (i.e., new workers). Also, let G (w; s) be the cross-sectional
distribution of wages accross employed workers when the aggregate state is s: Then, V x (s) satis�esZ

W
V x (s

0)x (w; s) dG (w; s) =

Z
W
V (w0; s0)x (w; s) dG (w; s) ; (17)
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or

V x (s
0) =

Z
W
V (w0; s0)

x (w; s)

x
dG (w; s) ; (18)

where x :=
R
W x (w; s) dG (w; s) is the aggregate (or average) hiring rate. Notice that we used the

previous result that as long as �rms share the same wage, they will have the same hiring rate.
Unemployment value function:

U (s) = b+ �E
�
� (s; s0)

�
pV x (s

0) + (1� p)U (s0)
�
js
�
; (19)

where p := m
u is the probability of leaving unemployment and b is the �ow value while unemployed.

Notice the timing convention adopted here regarding the matching technology: the future proba-
bility of �nding a job or not is fully determined by today�s states. Even shorter: the above p; in
brakets, is p (s) : It is worthy to emphasize a feature implicit in the above equation: workers do not
know a prior which �rms will pay higher wages next period. They will just meet the �rms that
posted vacancies, which next period will be paying di¤erent wages according to the function G:
Thea is why the expected value when leaving unemployment is V x:
We conclude this section by noticing that, from just substracting equation (19) from equation

(16), the surplus to a worker at a �rm paying wage w; H (w; s) := V (w; s)�U (s) ; and the average
surplus conditional on being a new employed worker, Hx (s) := V x (s)�U (s) ; relate to each other
in the following way:

H (w; s) = w � b+ �E
�
� (s; s0)

�
�H (w0; s0)� pHx (s

0)
�
j (w; s)

�
: (20)

D. Nash Bargaining and Wage Dynamics
As we said earlier, the authors combine Nash bargaining over wages with the spirit of Calvo

pricing. The result is that, each period, indipendent of the history, a �rm faces a probability 1� �
of being able to renegotiate the wage with its workers. Then, as it is the case under the "standard"
Calvo pricing with respect to the nominal prices at which the �rms sell their goods, � measures
the degree of stickiness of nominal wages, since the expected duration of a nominal wage contract
is 1= (1� �) :
When a �rm is allowed to renegotiate the wage, the bargaining is with the marginal worker2 .

When the �rm is not allowed to renegotiate, the newly hired workers are paid the ongoing wage.
All workers hired by the same �rm are paid the same wage.
The mutiperiod contracting introduces a nonconvexity in the bargaining problem, whereas in the

traditional Nash bargaining setting the space is convex and compact. The authors show that, under
the proposed calibration, this nonconvexity is not relevant and the solution is a global optimum.
There is in principle another potential problem since the wage is not bounded above and therefore
the space could not be compact either (boundeness could be violated). But this problem presents
even less complications than the �rst one in this context.
Let � 2 [0; 1] be interpreted as the bargaining power of the marginal worker in his negiatiation

over the wage. Normalizing the outside value of the �rm to 0; the bargaining problem is to choose
the wage w� that maximizes the following generalized Nash product:

H (w; s)
�
J (w; s)

1��
; (21)

2As the authors say, under constant returns to scale, this is equivalent to the �rm bargaining the wage with a
union that seeks to maximize the average worker surplus.
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subject to

w0 =

�
w w:p: �
w�0 w:p: 1� � ; (22)

where w�0 is the solution to the next period�s Nash bargaining problem if the �rm is allowed to
renegotiate and, thus, it is independent of w (but not from s0). The FOC of the problem is the
following:

�H (w; s)
�
J (w; s)

1�� 1

H (w; s)

@H (w; s)

@w
+ (1� �)H (w; s)� J (w; s)1�� 1

J (w; s)

@J (w; s)

@w
= 0;

(23)
so

�
1

H (w; s)

@H (w; s)

@w
+ (1� �) 1

J (w; s)

@J (w; s)

@w
= 0: (24)

From the above equation we can notice that all the �rms that are allowed to renegotiate the wage
will choose the same wage: there are no idiosyncratic components in the equation, not from the
part of the �rm nor the worker. This is a result shared with the standard New Keynesian Models
with nominal price rigidities in Calvo pricing environments. This is why it was so important to get
rid of the scale of the �rm.
Notice that the constraint of the Nash bargaining problem makes us rewrite (20) as follows:

H (w; s) = w � b+ �Es0
�
� (s; s0)

�
��H (w; s0) + � (1� �)H (w�0; s0)� pHx (s

0)
�
js
�
; (25)

where the subscript in the expectations operator denotes the random variable with respect to
which we are integrating. We made use of the Law of Iterated Expectations and the fact that the
realization of the random variable "allowed to renegoatiate" is independent of s0: From the above
equation we have that

@H (w; s)

@w
= 1 + ���Es0

�
� (s; s0)

@H (w; s0)

@w
js
�
; (26)

and from (9) and by the Envelope Theorem,

@J (w; s)

@w
= �1 + (�+ x)��Es0

�
� (s; s0)

@J (w; s0)

@w
js
�
: (27)

Notice that, if x = 0; �@J(w;s)
@w = @H(w;s)

@w 8s and we are back to the standard Nash solution:
H (w; s) = �TS (w; s) ; where TS is the total surplus, TS (w; s) := J (w; s) +H (w; s) : This result
breaks down when x > 0: The result is again true in the special case of � = 0; that is, full �exibility
of nominal wages.
Now, following the authors, we let � (s) := @H(w;s)

@w and � (w; s) := �@J(w;s)
@w : Notice that we are

saying that @H(w;s)
@w does not depend on w; and this is a result due to the linearity of the H (w; s)

on w: This cannot be true in the case of @J(w;s)@w because of the dependence of x on w: Now we can
rewrite equation (24) as

�� (s) J (w; s) = (1� �)� (w; s)H (w; s) (28)

or
�� (s)

�� (s) + (1� �)� (w; s)J (w; s) =
(1� �)� (w; s)

�� (s) + (1� �)� (w; s)H (w; s) ; (29)
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or, �nally,
� (w�; s) J (w�; s) � [1� � (w�; s)]H (w�; s) ; (30)

with
� (w; s) :=

�

� + (1� �) �(w;s)�(s)

: (31)

Equation (30) is the adapted version of the standard Nash bargaining equation H (w; s) =
�TS (w; s) that we mentioned earlier. Now we have

H (w; s) = � (w�; s)TS (w; s) : (32)

As we also said before, if x = 0 and/or � = 0; � (w�; s) = �: But if � > 0 or x > 0 then �(w;s)
�(s) > 1

and then � (w�; s) < �; so the worker receives a wage lower than in the standard setting. This is
due to, as the authors note, the di¤erence in the horizon faced by workers and �rms. The �rm is
aware of the fact that the newly hired workers will be employed at the current wage with positive
probability3 , so the �rm faces a longer horizon than the worker, since the worker cares about the
wage only during his tenure at the �rm.
In what follows we solve for the wage under the special case of � = 0: In this case, as we noted

earlier, we have that

H (w�; s) = � [J (w�; s) +H (w�; s)]

=
�

1� �J (w
�; s) : (33)

So, from (20)

H (w; s) = w � b� �pE
�
� (s; s0)Hx (s

0) js
�

+��E [� (s; s0)H (w�0; s0) js]
= w � b� �pE

�
� (s; s0)Hx (s

0) js
�

+�
�

1� ��E [� (s; s
0) J (w�0; s) js]

= w � b� �pE
�
� (s; s0)Hx (s

0) js
�

+�
�

1� ��x; (34)

where the last step follows from (12) : Then, we also have that

J (w�; s) +H (w�; s) = a+
�

2
x2 + ��x� b� �pE

�
� (s; s0)Hx (s

0) js
�
+ �

�

1� ��x

= a+
�

2
x2 � b� �pE

�
� (s; s0)Hx (s

0) js
�
+

��x

1� � ; (35)

so

H (w; s) = �

�
a+

�

2
x2 � b� �pE

�
� (s; s0)Hx (s

0) js
�
+

��x

1� �

�
; (36)

3We are not talking only about the next employees but also about those who will be employed in periods 2; 3; 4;
and so on.
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or
w��=0 = �

�
a+

�

2
x2
�
+ (1� �)

�
b+ �pE

�
� (s; s0)Hx (s

0) js
��
: (37)

Our next step is to derive the equilibrium law of motion of the average wage, w :=
R
W wdG (w; s) ;

where its dependence on s is understood. Now, let�s consider a �rm in state (w; s) (remember the
scale is not relevant to our purposes). Suppose this is a �rm that will not be allowed to renegotiate
w next period. For each worker that this �rm is employing today, there will be �+x (w; s) workers
tomorrow. Then, in the economy there will be � + x (w; s) wages per each wage earned today.
In order to talk about a distribution of course we have to normalize this increase by the increase
experiences in the entire economy (that is, accross all wages being paid today). The total amount
to workers tomorrow per worker today is

R
W �+ x (w; s) dG (w; s) = �+ x; so the relative increase

in the wage bill of the �rm is �+x(w;s)
�+x : Also, notice that by the Strong Law of Large Numbers,

from all the �rms at the wage w; there will be a fraction 1� � that will be allowed to renegotiate
tomorrow and the remaining fraction � just will not. Finally, recall that all �rms that are allowed
to renegotiate the wage will choose the same wage. Then,

dG (w; s0) =

8><>:
��+x(w;s)�+x dG (w; s) 8w 6= w�0

��+x(w;s)�+x dG (w; s) + (1� �) w = w�0
; (38)

and

w0 = (1� �)w�0 + �
Z
W
w
�+ x (w; s)

�+ x
dG (w; s) : (39)

E. Consumption and Saving
The authors follow Merz (1995) and use a representative family approach in order to obtain

perfect consumption insurance for each worker. The entire population belongs to the representative
family. The family pools all the incomes and decide over per capita consumption and asset holdings.
The recursive formulation of the familiy�s problem is the following:


 (s) = max
c;k

0
ln (c) + �E [
 (s0) js]

s:t: : c+ k
0
= wn+ (1� n) b+ (1� � + r) k + T +�; (40)

where k :=
R
W kidi is aggregate capital, � is the depreciation rate of capital, T is lump-sum transfers

from the government to the family and � is pro�ts from the �rms. Notice that there is an important
variable that seems to be omitted in the problem: total employment, n: As it is evident from the
previous treatment, employment is a state variable, so it is implicit in the vector s of aggregate
state variables. Now, why does the representative family does not choose n0? Notice that the labor
supply is, at the individual level, in the extensive margin, and each worker will accept any job as
he meets a vacancy. So, the family�s decision about n0 is characterized by the aggregation of the
individual optimal strategies. In equilibrium, since supply has to equate demand, we will have

n0 = (�+ x)n: (41)

Why is this equation true? Each currently employed worker will be also employed tomorrow with
probability �; so by the Strong Law of Large Numbers we have that, due to the exogenous separation,
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a total amount of �n will be employed also tomorrow. The second term comes from the fact that
the aggregate hiring rate can be also considered as the average hiring rate, so the same reasoning
on � applies in this case as well.
If we substitute c from the budget constraint and we plug it in the objective function, we have

the following equivalent problem:


 (s) = max
k
0
ln
�
wn+ (1� n) b+ (1� � + r) k + T +�� k0

�
+ �E [
 (s0) js] : (42)

Before taking derivatives, it is worth emphasizing that the family takes T and � (and the prices,
of course) as given. FOC is:

�1
c
+ �E

�
@
 (s0)

@k
0 js

�
= 0: (43)

The regularity of the problem makes valid the Benveniste-Scheinkman approach so we have

@
 (s)

@k
=
1

c
(1� � + r) ; (44)

so FOC can be rewritten as

1 = �E

�
c

c0
� (1� � + r) js

�
: (45)

From this equation we now obtain the expression for the stochastic discount factor:

� (s; s0) =
c (s)

c0 (s0)
: (46)

F. Resource Constraint, Government Policy, and Equilibrium
Let y :=

R
I yidi be aggregate endowment. The aggregate endowment together with the remain-

ing stock of capital after depreciation have to cover the expenses in total consumption, new capital
and the adjustments costs from changes in emploment. Formally,

y + (1� �) k = k
0
+ c+

�

2

Z
I
x2inidi: (47)

Finally, the government has to run a balanced budget. Total expenditures are T + (1� n) b and
total revenues are 0; therefore

T + (1� n) b = 0: (48)

The exogenous variable in the above equation is b:
We conclude this Section with the de�nition of an equilibrium.

De�nition 1 A recursive competitive equilibrium for this economy consists of:

� A set of value functions
�
J (w; s) ; V (w; s) ;H (w; s) ; U (s) ; V x (s) ; Hx (s)

	
;

� The contract wage w� (s) ;

� Functions � (s) and � (w; s) ;
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� The hiring rate x (w; s) ;

� Next period�s wage w (s0) ;

� Rental rate of capital r (s) ;

� The average wage and hiring rate, w (s) and x (s) ;

� Distribution function G (w; s) ;

� Aggregate consumption, capital and output, c (s) ; y (s) and k (s) ; and

� Total employment n (s)

such that

1. The value functions in
�
J (w; s) ; V (w; s) ;H (w; s) ; U (s) ; V x (s) ; Hx (s)

	
solve

J (w; s) = a (w; s)� w + �

2
x (w; s)

2
+ ��x (w; s) ; (49)

V (w; s) = w + �E [� (s; s0) [�V (w0; s0) + (1� �)U (s0)] j (w; s)] ; (50)

H (w; s) = w � b+ �E
�
� (s; s0)

�
�H (w0; s0)� p (s)Hx (s

0)
�
j (w; s)

�
; (51)

U (s) = b+ �E
�
� (s; s0)

�
p (s)V x (s

0) + (1� p (s))U (s0)
�
js
�
; (52)

V x (s) =

Z
W
V (w0; s0)

x (w; s)

x
dG (w; s) ; (53)

Hx (s) = V x (s)� U (s) ; (54)

2. w� (s) solves
�� (s) J (w; s) = (1� �)� (w; s)H (w; s) ; (55)

3. � (s) and � (w; s) satisfy the two Bellman equations

� (s) = 1 + ���Es0 [� (s; s
0) � (s0) js] (56)

and
� (w; s) = 1 + (�+ x (w; s))��Es0 [� (s; s

0)� (w; s0) js] ; (57)

4. x (w; s) satis�es

�x (w; s) = �E
h
� (s; s0)

�
a (w0; s0)� w0 + �

2
x (w0; s0)

2
+ ��x (w0; s0)

�
j (w; s)

i
; (58)

5. w (s0) satis�es

w (s0) =

�
w (s) w:p: �
w� (s0) w:p: 1� � ; (59)

6. r (s) satis�es
r (s) = �zbk (s)��1 ; (60)

where bk = k (s)

n (s)
; (61)

so the rental market for capital clears,
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7. w (s) and x (s) are given by

w (s) :=

Z
W
wdG (w; s) (62)

and

x (s) =

Z
W
x (w; s) dG (w; s) ; (63)

8. dG (w; s) evolves according to

dG (w; s0) =

8><>:
��+x(w;s)�+x(s) dG (w; s) 8w 6= w�0

��+x(w;s)�+x(s) dG (w; s) + (1� �) w = w�0
; (64)

9. n (s) evolves according to
n (s0) = (�+ x (s))n (s) ; (65)

and

10. c (s) ; y (s) and k (s) satisfy

1 = �E

�
c (s)

c (s0)
� (1� � + r (s0)) js

�
; (66)

and

y (s) + (1� �) k (s) = k (s0) + c (s) +
�

2

Z
I
x2inidi; (67)

and
y (s) = zk (s)

�
n (s)

1��
: (68)

III. Model Characteristics
A. Steady State

In this section we characterize as full as possible the steady state variables. From my under-
standing, the key question about the steady state is whether there can be a non-degenerate
stationary wage distribution or not. To answer to this question, �rst notice that this is not a model
of growth so in the steady state we will have s = s0 since there is no aggregate uncertainty. Next,
notice that from equation (64) we have that, fro any w 6= w� (s)

dG (w; s0) = �
�+ x (w; s)

�+ x (s)
dG (w; s) : (69)

Suppose G is non-degenerate, so the support of G has non-empty interior. For all the wages there,
we have dG (w; s0) 6= 0 and then

�
�+ x (w; s)

�+ x (s)
= 1: (70)

By integrating the above equation over the support of G; we obtain � = 1;which is a contradiction
for � < 1 (our case). So it has to be the case that for all w 6= w� (s) ; dG (w; s) = 0 and then G is a
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degenerate distribution function. In steady state, "all the wages" are w = w� (s) : Now, reasonably,
we want to characterize the steady state value of w� (s) :
Following the notation of the authors, we will denote the steady state variables with a tilde.

Since in steady state, as we have used just before, s is constant, we avoid writing, for example, ex (s)
and we just write ex:
We proceed by steps. From equation (65) we obtain

�+ ex = 1; (71)

where we have used that x (w; s) = x (s) 8w because G is degenerate.
Notice that in steady state � (s; s0) = c(s)

c(s0) = 1; so from equations (56) and (57) we obtain

e� = 1

1� ��� (72)

and, since �+ ex = 1; e� = 1

1� �� > e�: (73)

From these two previous expressions we also obtain the e¤ective bargaining power of the worker:

e� =
�

� + (1� �) e�e�
=

� (1� ��)
(1� ���)� ��� (1� �)

< �: (74)

From (66) we have er = 1

�
� (1� �) ; (75)

and from (60) ; eken =
�
�ezer
� 1

1��

: (76)

Then, from (68) ;

ea = (1� �) eyen
= (1� �) ez eken

!�
: (77)

Now, from (58) and �+ ex = 1;
ew = ea� �

�
(1� �)

�
1� �

2
(1 + �)

�
: (78)

Notice that by the de�nition of x = qv
n ; where q =

m
v

ex = emen = 1� �; (79)
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so em = (1� �) en; and therefore the probability of leaving unemployment, p = m
u ; is in steady state

ep =
emeu

= (1� �) en
1� en; (80)

where we have used that eu = 1�en: The Nash equation pins down the remaining variables as follows.
From equation (51) and again the fact that G is degenerate, so H (w; s) = Hx (s) = eH;

eH =
ew � b

1� � (�� ep) : (81)

From (49) ; (78) and ex = 1� �;
eJ = ea� ew + �

2
(1� �)2 + �� (1� �)

=
�

�
(1� �) : (82)

So (55) yields ep = �� 1

�
+
1� e�e� ew � b

� (1� �) ; (83)

and this pins down ep and therefore also en; from (80) : The matching function pins ev down:
em = (1� �) en

= �m (1� en)� ev1��; (84)

or

ev = � (1� �)
�m

en
(1� en)�

� 1
1��

: (85)

Finally, we can obtain the values for ey and ec : from (68) ;

ey = ezen eken
!�

; (86)

and from (67)

ec = en eyen � � eken � �

2
(1� �)2

!
: (87)

B. Log-linearization of the model
In this section I will present the system of log-linearized equations. In the Appendix I derive

this system as clearly as possible.
I follow the authors�original notation and write bz to denote the log deviation from steady state

value of variable z; add time subscripts and write bz (w; s) as bzt:
13



Before starting, two remarks are in roder. If we have a function f (x) = f (exp [lnx]) ; the
�rst-order approximation around ln ex is

f (x) � f (exp [ln ex]) + f 0 (exp [ln ex]) � exp [ln ex] � (lnx� ln ex)
= f (ex) + f 0 (ex) � ex � (lnx� ln ex) : (88)

The second remark is that, for percentage deviations not very far from 0;

lnx� ln ex � x� exex : (89)

This comes from making a �rst-order approximation of lnx around ex :
lnx � ln ex+ 1ex (x� ex) : (90)

Now I present the system of log-linearized equations that characterizes the log-deviation of the
economy from its steady state path when it is hit by a shock to the e¢ ciency of the production
technology.

Technology

byt = bzt + �bkt + (1� �) bnt: (91)

Resource Constraint

byt = yi
bit + ycbct + (1� yi � yc)�2bxt + bnt� ; (92)

where yc := ecey and yi := eiey :
Matching

bmt = �but + (1� �)bvt: (93)

Employment Dynamics

bnt+1 � bnt + ex � bxt: (94)

Transition Probabilities

bqt = bmt � bvt; (95)bpt = bmt � but (96)

Unemployment
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but = � en
1� enbnt: (97)

Capital Dynamics

�bit = bkt+1 � (1� �)bkt: (98)

Aggregate Vacancies

bxt = bqt + bvt � bnt: (99)

Consumption and Savings

0 = Et

h
�erbrt+1 +bct �bct+1i ; (100)

Marginal Utility

b�t;t+1 = bct �bct+1: (101)

Aggregate Hiring

bxt = Et

hb�t;t+1 + !abat+1 � !wbwt+1 + �bxt+1i ; (102)

where !a := eaeJ and !w := eweJ :
Marginal Product of Labor

bat = byt � bnt: (103)

Capital Renting

brt = byt � bkt: (104)

E¤ective Bargaining Power

b�t = � (1� e�)�b�t �b�t� ; (105)

b�t = ���Et

hb�t;t+1 +b�t+1i ; (106)

b�t = ��Et

hb�t+1i� (��ex) (�!we�) (��) e�Et hbwt � bwt+1i
+��

�exbxt (wt) + Et hb�t;t+1i� (107)
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Spillover-free target wage

bwot := 'abat + 'pbpt + 'xbxt + '�Et hb�t � (�� ep)�b�t+1i ; (108)

where

'a := e� eaew ;'p := e� eJ�epew ;'� := e� eJ (1� e�)�1ew ;'x :=
e� eJ�ew (ep+ 1� �) : (109)

Aggregate wages

bwt = bbwt�1 + obwot + fEt hbwt+1i (110)

where

b : = ��1 (1 + �2) ; (111)

o : = ��1
1� �
�

(1� �) ; (112)

f : = ��1
� � ��1

�
; (113)

� : =
1

�
+ �2 + � � �1: (114)

� : =
��� 

1 + ��� 
(115)

�1 : = e��e��ep
�
+ (�� ep) (ex��) e��� (1� �) (116)

�2 : = e��e��ex (1� �e�) (1� �) (117)

 : = e�e�
�

(118)

In the case of �exible prices (� = 0) the equation we have

bwt = bwot := 'abat + 'pbpt + 'xbxt + '�Et hb�t � (�� ep)�b�t+1i : (119)

Technology Process bzt = �zbzt�1 + "zt ; (120)

with "zt siid N
�
0; �2z

�
:

IV. Model Evaluation
A. Calibration

The authors choose monthly data in order to capture the high job-�nding rate of the US econ-
omy, which is a special feature of it. From the 12 parameters 5 come from standard arguments
in the Business Cycles literature. These are the discount factor, �; the depreciation rate �; the
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Cobb-Douglas parameter � that measures the share aggregate income that goes to capital, the au-
toregressive parameter of technology, �z; and the standard deviation of the shock to the technology
level, �z:
The authors next deal with the parameters that are speci�c to the search and matching en-

vironment: the job survival rate, �; the elasticity of the number of matches with respect to the
unemployment rate, �; the e¢ ciency of the matching technology, �m; the "static" bargaining power
of the worker, �; and the unemployment �ow value, b:
Finally, there are parameters speci�c to the model: the adjustment cost parameter, �; and, even

more particular than the �rst one, the probability that a �rm may not renegotiate the wage in the
following period, �:
The following table presents the value of the parameters:

TABLE 1
Values of Parameters

Discount factor � 0:997
Capital depreciation rate � 0:008
Production function parameter � 0:33
Technology autoregressive parameter �z 0:983
Technology standard deviation �z 0:0075
Survival rate � 0:965
Elasticity of matches to unemployment � 0:5
Bargaining power parameter � 0:5
Matching function e¢ ciency �m 1
Adjustment cost parameter � 148:2
Unemployment �or value b 1:46
Renegotiation frequency � 0:889

I now give a brief explanation of the values choosen for each parameter.

� � = 0:997 : This is the result of taking a quarterly discount factor of 0:99; which is customary
in the business cycles literature.

� � = 0:008 : This also comes from the business cycles literature that calibrates the models
to mimic certain features of the US economy. Usualy, this parameter is associated with the
steady state investment-capital ratio, since ei = �ek; as we already know. The number results
from considering a quarterly depreciation of machines of 2:5%:

� � = 0:33 : The comparison with the business cycles literature has now a caveat. Usually, 1��
is the labor share in aggregate income, but here the wage bill comes from Nash bargaining.
The authors explain that, for a wide range of values of the bargaining power parameter, �;
the labor share in the model is slightly below 1� � = 0:667:

� �z = 0:983 : This is due to a quarterly persistence of output of 0:95:

� �z = 0:0075 : This parameter was chosen to match the standard deviation of output in data.
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� � = 0:965 : Jobs last about 2 12 years, or 30 months, according to the authors. In the model,
the expected duration of a job is given by 1

1�� : If we compute � such that
1
1�� = 30; we get

� = 0:967:

� � = 0:5 : The search literature uses values of the elasticity of matches to unemployment in
f0:24; 0:4; 0:45; 0:5; 0:72g : The authors picked an average of these.

� � = 0:5 : This is also taken from the search literature, specially from Flinn (2006) : The
authors also argue that reasonable perturbations of this parameter do not change the results
substantially.

� �m = 1 : This is a normalization.

� � = 148:2 and b = 1:46 : These parameters aim to match together the average (i.e., steady
state) job-�nding probability, ep; and the ratio b := bea+(�=2)ex2 : The denominator is the steady
state contribution of the worker to the match: his marginal productivity, a; plus the saving
on adjustment cost, (�=2) ex2: The authors follow Hall and Shimer and choose b = 0:4: The
authors follow the estimates of Shimer (2005) of the US average monthly job-�nding rate and
take ep = 0:45:

� � = 0:889 : This is the most novel parameter that the authors calibrate. � is choosen in a way
such that it matches the average frequency of wage contract negotiations, which the authors
take as being 3 quarters, or 9 months. � is then the result of 1

1�� = 9) � = 8
9 :

B. Results

The model economy is compared against U.S. quarterly data ranging from 1964 : 1 to 2005 :
1: Since the model was calibrated with monthly data, in the simulation we computed quarterly
avergage of all the variables and we computed the statistics (shown in Table 2) from there.
We �rst examine the response of 11 important variables of the economy following a (unitary)

technological shock. The economy is shocked in t = 1 and we plot the reponse of the main variables
for a window of 80 months. As the authors do, we compare the behavior of the economy with the
�exible wages benchmark (� = 0) : The solid line in each panel of Figure 1 illustrates the impulse
response functions of the GT model, whereas the dotted line depicts this functions for the �exible
wages case.
We can see that the results match perfectly well the ones in the original paper. In the case

of �exible wages, the response of the labor market variables such as employment, unemployment,
vacancies, market tightness and hiring rate are more modest than in the GT model. Another
feature to be highlighted is that, after the technological shock, because of staggered contracting,
the increase in wages is rather slow. This produces a fast initial increase in the hiring rate, x, and
there fore also in employment, n:
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Figure 1: Impulse response functions after a technological shock. Replication of
Gertler and Trigari�s Figure 1:
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Table 2 reports standard deviation (normalized relative to output), autocorrelation, and con-
temporaneous correlation with output of the 10 most important variables. U.S. data is quarterly.
Since the model is calibrated according to monthly data, I took quarterly averages of each variable.
In the model economy we Hodrick-Prescott �ltered the simulated time series (each one of length
10:000) with a smoothing parameter of 2:275: This number was chosen so to replicate as close as
possible the GT results for the case of � = 8=9 (see Table 2). However, it is standard to take a
smoothing parameter of 1:600 when data is in quarterly frequency, as it is in this case.
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TABLE 2
Aggregate Statistics

y w ls n u v � a i c

A. U.S. Economy, 1964 : 1� 2005 : 1

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:52 0:51 0:60 5:15 6:30 11:28 0:61 2:71 0:41
Autocorrelation 0:87 0:91 0:73 0:94 0:91 0:91 0:91 0:79 0:85 0:87
Correlation with y 1:00 0:56 �0:20 0:78 �0:86 0:91 0:90 0:71 0:94 0:81

B. Model Economy, � = 0 (Flexible Wages)

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:86 0:10 0:11 1:14 1:54 2:58 0:92 3:06 0:37
(GT) 1:00 0:87 0:09 0:10 1:24 1:58 2:72 0:93 3:11 0:37

Autocorrelation 0:81 0:81 0:62 0:93 0:93 0:86 0:91 0:79 0:81 0:85
(GT) 0:81 0:81 0:58 0:92 0:92 0:86 0:90 0:78 0:80 0:85

Correlation with y 1:00 1:00 �0:58 0:83 �0:74 0:98 0:92 1:00 0:99 0:93
(GT) 1:00 1:00 �0:54 0:59 �0:59 0:98 0:92 1:00 0:99 0:93

C. Model Economy, � = 8=9 (3 Quarters)

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:58 0:57 0:34 4:67 6:00 10:27 0:72 3:16 0:34
(GT) 1:00 0:56 0:57 0:35 4:44 5:81 9:84 0:71 3:18 0:35

Autocorrelation 0:84 0:95 0:64 0:89 0:89 0:82 0:88 0:76 0:86 0:86
(GT) 0:84 0:95 0:65 0:90 0:90 0:82 0:88 0:76 0:86 0:86

Correlation with y 1:00 0:66 �0:56 0:92 �0:88 0:90 0:93 0:97 0:99 0:90
(GT) 1:00 0:66 �0:56 0:77 �0:77 0:91 0:94 0:97 0:99 0:90

D. Model Economy, � = 11=12 (4 Quarters)

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:50 0:57 0:45 6:60 8:13 14:31 0:64 3:19 0:32
(GT) 1:00 0:48 0:58 0:44 5:68 7:28 12:52 0:64 3:18 0:34

Autocorrelation 0:86 0:96 0:68 0:91 0:91 0:86 0:90 0:75 0:88 0:87
(GT) 0:85 0:96 0:68 0:91 0:91 0:86 0:90 0:74 0:88 0:86

Correlation with y 1:00 0:54 �0:59 0:92 �0:89 0:92 0:93 0:95 0:99 0:89
(GT) 1:00 0:55 �0:59 0:78 �0:78 0:93 0:95 0:95 0:99 0:90
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For panels B, C and D in Table 2 we show the U.S. data statistics, the resulting counterparts from
our simulations and we also reproduce the original results in GT. We can see that the replication
worked fairly well for most of the statistics. The big �aws are occur always in the same cases: the
relative standard deviation of u; v and �; and the correlation with y of n and u:
In panel A we can see U.S. statistics. In the �exible wages model (panel B) we can see Shimer�s

puzzle about the low volatility of labor market variables. GT �xes this as we can see in panels C
(average duration of labor contracts being 3 quarters) and D (average duration of labor contracts
being 4 quarters). It is also worth to be noticed that the overall performance of the model improves
in panel D compared to panel C.
In Table 3 I replicate GT�s analysis of the aggregate spillovers over the �rm�s wages and horizon

e¤ects in the wage bargaining process. In order to shut down the spillover e¤ects the authors set
�1 and �2 to zero, and in order to isolate the economy from the horizon e¤ect, they set �t; the
e¤ective bargaining power of workers, to be �xed at �: Except for the case of variables u; v and �
in the no horizon set up, the replication matched the original results fairly well.

TABLE 3
The Spillover E¤ect and the Horizon E¤ect: Relative Standard Deviations

y w ls n u v � a i c

Model economy:
baseline 1:00 0:58 0:57 0:34 4:67 6:00 10:27 0:72 3:16 0:34

(GT) 1:00 0:56 0:57 0:35 4:44 5:81 9:84 0:71 3:18 0:35

Model economy:
no spillover 1:00 0:71 0:49 0:19 2:55 3:38 5:64 0:84 3:12 0:35

(GT) 1:00 0:69 0:50 0:19 2:50 3:38 5:58 0:83 3:13 0:36

Model economy:
no horizon 1:00 0:54 0:54 0:36 3:74 5:27 8:56 0:70 3:13 0:34

(GT) 1:00 0:57 0:53 0:35 4:53 5:97 10:05 0:70 3:20 0:34

From Table 3 we can see that eliminating spillovers enhances wage �exibility and reduces em-
ployment volatility, as the authors notice. Finally, the similarity of the results in the original set up
with the one in the no horizon case suggests that the horizon e¤ect in the wage bargaining process
is not very relevant.

V. Extension: Unionization Shocks

In this section I consider a simple extension to the original GT model, where the workers�
"static" bargaining power, �; follows a stochastic process. I will keep the original calibration and
compute the statistics analyzed in Table 2 above as well as study the impulse response function of
the variables in Figure 1 for a shock to �: I interpret the latter as a transitory unionization shock,
since the interpretation of � is the degree of unionization (% of workers unionized) of the economy.

A. The Extension to the Original Model
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In order to keep �t always in the [0; 1] interval I assume that

�t =
�et

�et + 1� � ; (121)

where
t = �t�1 + �t; (122)

where � 2 (0; 1) and �t siid N
�
0; �2�

�
: Notice that the unconditional mean of t is zero so

therefore, in the steady state, �t = �: Log-linearization of the LHS of (121) around the steady state
yields

�t � � + �b�t: (123)

Linearization of the RHS of (121) around the steady state yields

�et

�et + 1� � � � + � (1� �) t; (124)

so b�t � (1� �) t: (125)

We thus obtain b�t = �b�t�1 + (1� �) �t4 : (126)

Then, besides the above law of motion for b�t; we just have to add the new equation for b�t to
our system of log-linearized equations. This is the case because, in our system of equations that
characterizes the recursive equilibrium (see Section II.F), � only shows up in the de�nition of �t:
All the other equations incorporate the movements in �t regardless of how they are generated.
Since we have that

�t (wt) =
�t

�t + (1� �t)
�t(wt)
�t

; (127)

4Another way to obtain a similar equation for b�t is the following. Suppose
�t = �

��
t�1

�
�est

�est + 1� �

�1���
;

where st siid N
�
0; �2s

�
: Take logs to obtain

ln �t = �� ln �t�1 +
�
1� ��

�
ln

�
�est

�est + 1� �

�
:

Now,

ln

�
�est

�est + 1� �

�
= ln (�) + st � ln (1 + � (est � 1))

� ln (�) + st � � (est � 1)
� ln (�) + st (1� �)

where the secon line follow from approximating ln (1 + x) with x and the third line follows from approximating ex

with 1 + x: Then, �nally, b�t = ��b�t�1 + �1� ��� (1� �) st:
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then b�t = � (1� e�)�b�t �b�t� should be replaced by
b�t = (1� e�)� b�t

1� � �
�b�t �b�t�� : (128)

So, to the original log-linearized system, we have to add equations (126) and (128) :

B. Calibration
We now have two new parameters, � and ��: Table 4 presents the values we chose for each of

them:
TABLE 4

Values of New Parameters

Unionization autoregressive parameter � 0:944
Unionization standard deviation �z 0:033

The value for � is based on the paper by Acemoglu, Aghion and Violante, "Deunionization,
Technical Change and Inequality". In this paper the authors explain (based on others�estimations
and computations) that in 1980; 24% of all private sector workers were unionized in the U.S.,
whereas this fraction decrease to 12% by 1990: If we interpret � as our measure of unionization
in this economy (� = 1 would mean that all workers in the economy are unionized), this would
mean that, in 120 periods � decreased by a factor of 2: What I want to do with � is to mimic this
pattern, this decline that � experienced in 120 months.
Now suppose at time 0 we have a shock in unionization, that is, a shock to �0; such that �0 is 2

times the steady state value (here we are mimicking the decline of unionization in U.S. economy).
Since our steady state level is � = 1

2 ; this would mean �0 = 1. This means that b�0 = 1 and therefore,
taking �t = 0 for all t > 0; b�t = �t : So, we want � such that, for t = 120; b�t = 0:1% = 0:001:
Following the data we would require b�120 = 0; but this would only happen for t = 1 as long as
� 2 (0; 1) ; so we require that at t = 120 the percentage deviation of � around its steady state
value is of 0:01%: This "tolerance" number is of course completely arbitrary. With this we obtain
� = 0:944:
The value of �� was chosen in order to match the relative standard deviation of u that we

see in the data with the model economy�s counterpart when it is simulated with productivity and

unionization shocks together. Notice that the stationary distribution of b�t is N �0; (1��)21��2
�2�

�
and

since �t 2 [0; 1] and � in the steady state is 1
2 ; we want b�t 2 [�1; 1] : With a normal distribution

this can�t be ensured always, so we can ask for this to be the case with a probability of at least
99%: That is, we require Pr (b�t 2 [�1; 1]) � 0:99 where Pr is computed according to the stationary
distribution. So, if z is a standard normal random variable, we ask for

Pr

0@z 2
24�

q
1� �2

(1� �)��
;

q
1� �2

(1� �)��

351A � 0:99: (129)

This tells us that need q
1� �2

(1� �)��
� 2:575; (130)
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or, with � = 1
2 and � = 0:944;

�� � 0:2563: (131)

C. Results
In Figure 2 we show the response of the economy to a shock in the degree of unionization.�t:

The shock is such that at the moment of the shock we have �t = 1; as Figure 2 shows in its last
panel. We do so in order to resemble the percentage decrease in unionization experienced in the
U.S. between 1980 and 1990 (100%):
The �rst thing to be noticed is that, compared to the original shock in productivity, the e¤ects

are much smaller. We already knew this from GT since the authors argued that the results did not
change substantially when choosing values of � di¤erent than (but close to) 12 :
The shock to the degree of unionization has a negative impact on output. Because of the increase

in the bargaining power of workers, �rms have to pay initially higher wages. It is natural then that
under �exible wages the response of w to the shock is stronger than in the staggered contracting
case. Nevertheless, �rms can adjust their hiring rates, which therefore fall, as we see in the �gure.
By the reason just mentioned, the response of x is stronger in the �exible wages case. This fall in
x means a fall in employment in the short-run, as we can also see from the �gures. Its counterpart,
unemployment, increases. We can see that right after the shock, x starts increasing. This is so
because x is a rate. Firms keep on �ring workers so n falls, but x increases because the �ring is
smaller and smaller relative to the current level of employment as time goes by.
The decrease in employment makes output also fall. Again the decrease in output is bigger in

the �exible wages case because the stronger is the e¤ect on employment due to the reasons just
mentioned.
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Figure 2: Impulse response functions after a unionization shock.
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Table 4 shows the statistics of the new model economy (when subject to both unionization and
technology shocks) and compare them with the results I obtained for the replication of the original
GT paper. We can see that the changes are modest, but they go in the right direction in the sense
that they match the data better than the economy model subject to technology shocks only.
The �rst thing to notice is that the unionization shocks make the performance of the model

with �exible wages improve substantially with respect to the relative volatilities of several labor
market variables (ls; n; u; v and �). In this case, however, the relative volatility of wages increases,
which is the opposite of what one would wish. Finally, the correlation with output of ls is much
more improved since it decreases from �0:58 to �0:18; while in the data it is of �0:20: However,
the correlation of y with v and � deteriorates.
In the case of � = 8=9 the relative standard deviation of u matches the one from the data by

construction (�� was choosen in this way, as we argued earlier). This also helps to improve the
relative standar deviations of v and �; which almost perfectly match those in the data. Regarding
autoccorrelations, any di¤erence between the models with and without unionization shocks are
favorable for the extended model. This is also true for the case of correlations with output, y:
Finally, we can see that the overall smaller di¤erences between the two models happen in the

� = 11=12 case. This suggests that unionization shocks are less relevant the less frequent is the
bargainig process, as one would expect. Nevertheless one would also think that the frequency with
which labor negotiations occur and nominal wages are revised depends on the bargaining power of
workers (amon other things, of course). It would be then be interesting to endogenize this frequency
here measured by the parameter � and see how the model responds to shocks to productivity and/or
unionization.
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TABLE 4
Aggregate Statistics

y w ls n u v � a i c

A. U.S. Economy, 1964 : 1� 2005 : 1

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:52 0:51 0:60 5:15 6:30 11:28 0:61 2:71 0:41
Autocorrelation 0:87 0:91 0:73 0:94 0:91 0:91 0:91 0:79 0:85 0:87
Correlation with y 1:00 0:56 �0:20 0:78 �0:86 0:91 0:90 0:71 0:94 0:81

B. Model Economy, � = 0 (Flexible Wages)

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:95 0:37 0:27 2:86 3:92 6:50 0:92 3:07 0:37
(Without Unionization) 1:00 0:86 0:10 0:11 1:14 1:54 2:58 0:92 3:06 0:37

Autocorrelation 0:81 0:79 0:61 0:92 0:92 0:84 0:90 0:79 0:81 0:85
(Without Unionization) 0:81 0:81 0:62 0:93 0:93 0:86 0:91 0:79 0:81 0:85

Correlation with y 1:00 0:87 �0:18 0:43 �0:40 0:47 0:46 0:96 0:99 0:92
(Without Unionization) 1:00 1:00 �0:58 0:83 �0:74 0:98 0:92 1:00 0:99 0:93

C. Model Economy, � = 8=9 (3 Quarters)

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:59 0:54 0:38 5:15 6:48 11:27 0:70 3:17 0:34
(Without Unionization) 1:00 0:58 0:57 0:34 4:67 6:00 10:27 0:72 3:16 0:34

Autocorrelation 0:86 0:95 0:66 0:91 0:91 0:86 0:90 0:79 0:88 0:88
(Without Unionization) 0:84 0:95 0:64 0:89 0:89 0:82 0:88 0:76 0:86 0:86

Correlation with y 1:00 0:65 �0:54 0:88 �0:86 0:87 0:89 0:96 0:99 0:89
(Without Unionization) 1:00 0:66 �0:56 0:92 �0:88 0:90 0:93 0:97 0:99 0:90

D. Model Economy, � = 11=12 (4 Quarters)

Relative standard deviation 1:00 0:51 0:57 0:46 6:84 8:42 14:84 0:64 3:19 0:32
(Without Unionization) 1:00 0:50 0:57 0:45 6:60 8:13 14:31 0:64 3:19 0:32

Autocorrelation 0:86 0:96 0:68 0:91 0:91 0:87 0:90 0:75 0:88 0:87
(Without Unionization) 0:86 0:96 0:68 0:91 0:91 0:86 0:90 0:75 0:88 0:87

Correlation with y 1:00 0:52 �0:58 0:90 �0:87 0:90 0:91 0:93 0:99 0:89
(Without Unionization) 1:00 0:54 �0:59 0:92 �0:89 0:92 0:93 0:95 0:99 0:89
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VI. Conclusion

In their extension of the Mortensen and Pussarides model, Gertler and Trigari (GT) improve
the performance of the model with respect to the volatility of labor market variables such as
employment, unemployment and vacancies, which is too low (relative to that of output) in the
original model. The authors achieve this goal by introducing a generalization of period-by-period
Nash bargaining over nominal wages. In particular, they combine this bargaining model with the
spirit of Calvo pricing, letting that each period only a fraction � of �rms can renegotiate over the
wage with their employees.
In this work I replicated and further extended the GT model. I considered a model economy

identical to the one in GT but with random degree of unionization, which I modeled as being equal
to workers�bargainin power. The response of the economy to a temporary (but persistent) increase
in unionization is mainly characterized by a drop in output, employment, hiring rate and vacancies,
and an increase in wages and unemployment. The addition of unionization shocks helps to improve
the performance of the model against data in the case of �exible prices. Finally, the impact of
this type of shocks becomes less signi�cant as the frequency with which wages are renegotiated
decreases.
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Appendix. Derivation of the log-linearized system

Here I derive the system of log-linearized equations that characterizes the deviations from steady
state of the endogenous variables when the economy is hit by an exogenous shock to the e¢ ciency
in the production technology.
As I said before at the beginning of Section III.A, I will follow the authors�original notation

and write bz to denote the log deviation from steady state value of variable z; add time subscripts
and write bz (w; s) as bzt:
Technology
By taking logs on equation (68) ;

ln yt = ln zt + � ln kt + (1� �) lnnt; (132)

and this also holds in particular for the steady state. So,

ln yt � ln ey = ln zt � ln ez + ��ln kt � lnek�+ (1� �) (lnnt � ln en) ; (133)

or byt = bzt + �bkt + (1� �) bnt: (134)

Resource Constraint
First, notice that a �rst-order approximation of x2itnit around the steady state yields

x2itnit � ex2en+ 2exen (xit � ex) + ex2 (nit � en) ; (135)

so
�

2

Z
I
x2itnitdi �

�

2
ex2en+ �exen (xt � ex) + �

2
ex2 (nt � en) ; (136)

and then, in percentage (or log) deviations

�

2

Z
I
x2itnitdi �

�

2
ex2en+ �

2
ex2en�2bxt + bnt� : (137)

For the other variables the approximation is standard: for example

yt = exp [ln yt]

� exp [ln ey] + exp [ln ey] (ln yt � ln ey)
= ey + eybyt; (138)

so, the resource constraint becomes

ey + eybyt + (1� �)�ek + ekbkt� = ek + ekbkt+1 + ec+ ecbct + �

2
ex2en+ �

2
ex2en�2bxt + bnt� ; (139)

and then eybyt + (1� �)ekbkt = ekbkt+1 + ecbct + �

2
ex2en�2bxt + bnt� (140)
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or byt = ekey �bkt+1 � (1� �)bkt�+ eceybct +
 
1� �

ekey � ecey
!�

2bxt + bnt� : (141)

Matching
Similar to what we did with the production function: take logs and substract from the result

the same expression but evaluated at the steady state, as follows

lnmt = ln�m + � lnut + (1� �) ln vt
lnmt � ln em = � (lnut � ln eu) + (1� �) (ln vt � ln ev)bmt = �but + (1� �)bvt: (142)

Employment Dynamics
From (65) and using that �+ ex = 1;

en+ enbnt+1 �
�
�+ ex+ exbxt��en+ enbnt�

=
�
1 + exbxt��en+ enbnt�

= en+ en � bnt + exen � bxt + exen � bxtbnt; (143)

since bxtbnt+1 � 0; bnt+1 � bnt + ex � bxt: (144)

We could have treated (�+ xt)nt as a function of two variables and have approximated it around
the steady state, instead of treating each function xt and nt separately. The results don�t change
since the �rst-order approximation of (�+ xt)nt as a single function would have ommited the
second-order term bxt � bnt; as we did above.
Transition Probabilities
Since q = m

v and p =
m
u ; again taking logs and substracting the steady state log equations, as

we did in the steps 1 and 3; bqt = bmt � bvt; (145)

and bpt = bmt � but: (146)

Labor Market Tightness
Labor market tightness is usually de�ned in the matching literature as � = v

u ; sob�t = bvt � but: (147)

Unemployment
Since labor force is �xed at 1; we have that

eu+ eubut + en+ enbnt = 1; (148)
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and since eu = 1� en; but (1� en) + enbnt = 0 (149)

or but = � en
1� enbnt: (150)

Capital Dynamics
The investment equation has the standard linear form: it = kt+1 � (1� �) kt; so ei = �ek and

ei+eibit = ek + ekbkt+1 � (1� �)�ek + ekbkt� (151)

or
�bit = bkt+1 � (1� �)bkt: (152)

Aggregate Vacancies
Since x = qv

n ; bxt = bqt + bvt � bnt: (153)

Consumption and Savings
The Euler equation (66) is

1 = �Et

�
ct
ct+1

� (1� � + rt+1)
�
; (154)

Now, around steady state,
ct
ct+1

� 1 +bct �bct+1; (155)

so

1 � �Et

h�
1 +bct �bct+1� � (1� � + er + erbrt+1)i

= Et

h
� (1� � + er) + �erbrt+1 + �bct �bct+1� (� (1� � + er) + �erbrt+1)i

= Et

h
1 + �erbrt+1 + �bct �bct+1� (1 + �erbrt+1)i

= Et

h
1 + �erbrt+1 + �bct �bct+1�+ �bct �bct+1��erbrt+1i

� Et

h
1 + �erbrt+1 +bct �bct+1i ; (156)

or
0 = Et

h
�erbrt+1 +bct �bct+1i ; (157)

where we have used that � (1� � + er) = 1:
Marginal Utility
Since �t;t+1 = ct=ct+1; b�t;t+1 = bct �bct+1: (158)
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Aggregate Hiring
We �rst focus on the argument of the expectations operator of a �rm that currently pays wage

w. Notice that, since the capital-labor ratio is common to all active �rms, they all share the same
a: We treat it as a single multivariate function and take �rst-order approximations:

�t;t+1

�
at+1 � wt+1 +

�

2
x2t+1 (wt+1) + ��xt+1 (wt+1)

�
� �ex

�
+
�ex
�
b�t;t+1 + e�eabat+1 � e� ew bwt+1

+e� (ex+ �)�exbxt+1 (wt+1)
=

�ex
�
+
�ex
�
b�t;t+1 + eabat+1 � ew bwt+1

+�exbxt+1 (wt+1) ; (159)

where we have used that e� = ex+ � = 1: Then, from (58)

�ex
�
+
�ex
�
bxt (wt) = Et

�
�ex
�
+
�ex
�
b�t;t+1 + eabat+1 � ew bwt+1 + �exbxt+1 (wt+1)� ; (160)

or bxt (wt) = Et

�b�t;t+1 + �ea
�exbat+1 � � ew

�ex bwt+1 + �bxt+1 (wt+1)
�
: (161)

Now, if we integrate over W according to G; we have that

bxt = Et

�b�t;t+1 + �ea
�exbat+1 � � ew

�ex bwt+1 + �bxt+1
�
: (162)

This is in fact the case because, for example,Z
W
bxt (w) dGt (w) =

Z
W

xt (w)� exex dGt (w)

=

R
W xt (w) dGt (w)� exex

=
xt � exex

= bxt: (163)

Marginal Product of Labor
Since a = (1� �) yn ; bat = byt � bnt: (164)

Labor Share
Labor share is lst = nw

y ; so blst = bwt � bat: (165)

Capital Renting
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Since r = � yk ; brt = byt � bkt: (166)

E¤ective Bargaining Power
The e¤ective bargaining power of the worker is �t (wt) =

�

�+(1��)�t(wt)�t

; so

e�+ e�b�t (wt) � �

� + (1� �) e�e� �
��

� + (1� �) e�e�
�2 (1� �) e�e� \��

�

�
t
(wt); (167)

or

b�t (wt) � �
(1� �) e�e��

� + (1� �) e�e�
� (b�t (wt)�b�t)

= � (1� e�) (b�t (wt)�b�t) : (168)

Integrating over the wages we obtain the equation for the aggregate variable:

b�t � � (1� e�)�b�t �b�t� : (169)

We now give the xplicit forms of b�t and b�t: From (56) and (57) ; �rst, for the individual worker

e�+e�b�t = 1 + ���Et

he�e�+ e�e�b�t;t+1 + e�e�b�t+1i
e�+e�b�t = 1 + ���e�e�+ ���e�e�Et hb�t;t+1 +b�t+1i

b�t = ���Et

hb�t;t+1 +b�t+1i ; (170)

so b�t = ���Et

hb�t;t+1 +b�t+1i :
The case of b�t is slightly more involved since the individual �rm has �t (wt) satisfying

�t (wt) = 1 + (�+ xt (wt))��Et
�
�t;t+1�t+1 (wt)

�
; (171)

and we are after a recursive equation for � (w; s) : The "missing term" in the above equation is
� (w0; s0) :
In order to obtain a log-linearized version of the above equation we �rst log-linearize the Bellman

equations that characterize the surplus of the workers and the �rms. This will be also helpful for
the next log-linearized equation.
The worker�s surplus at the contract wage satis�es

Ht (w
�
t ) = w�t � b+ �Et

�
�t;t+1

�
�Ht+1 (wt+1)� ptHx;t+1

��
= w�t � b+ ��Et

�
�t;t+1

�
�Ht+1 (w

�
t )� ptHx;t+1

��
+� (1� �)Et

�
�t;t+1

�
�Ht+1

�
w�t+1

�
� ptHx;t+1

��
= w�t � b+ ��Et

�
�t;t+1�

�
Ht+1 (w

�
t )�Ht+1

�
w�t+1

���
+�Et

�
�t;t+1

�
�Ht+1

�
w�t+1

�
� ptHx;t+1

��
: (172)
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Notice that

Ht (w)�Ht (w
0) = w � w0 + ���Et [�t;t+1 (Ht+1 (w)�Ht+1 (w

0))] ; (173)

and particularly

Et
�
Ht+1 (w

�
t )�Ht+1

�
w�t+1

��
= Et

�
w�t � w�t+1

�
+ ���Et

�
�t+1;t+2

�
Ht+2 (w

�
t )�Ht+2

�
w�t+1

���
:

(174)
The log-linearization of the above equation yields

Et

h bHt+1 (w
�
t )� bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�i
=

eweHEt
� bw�t � bw�t+1�

+���Et

h bHt+2 (w
�
t )� bHt+2

�
w�t+1

�i
: (175)

Now we iterate forwards T times:

Et

h bHt+1 (w
�
t )� bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�i
=

eweH
TX
i=0

(���)
i
Et
� bw�t � bw�t+1�

+(���)
T+1

Et

h bHt+T+1 (w
�
t )� bHt+T+1

�
w�t+1

�i
: (176)

Now we take the limit as T !1 and impose

lim
T!1

(���)
T+1

Et

h bHt+T+1 (w
�
t )� bHt+T+1

�
w�t+1

�i
= 0: (177)

We �nally obtain

Et

h bHt+1 (w
�
t )� bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�i
=

eweH 1

1� ���Et
� bw�t � bw�t+1�

=
eweHe�Et � bw�t � bw�t+1� : (178)

The log-linearization of the original Bellman for the worker�s surplus yields

eH bHt (w
�
t ) = ew bw�t + ���e� eHEt h bHt+1 (w

�
t )� bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�i
+�e�� eHEt h bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�
+ b�t;t+1i

��e�ep eHEt h bHx;t+1 + bpt + b�t;t+1i ; (179)

so, by using now (178) ;

bHt (w
�
t ) =

eweH � bw�t + ���e�Et � bw�t � bw�t+1��+ ��Et h bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�
+ b�t;t+1i

��epEt h bHx;t+1 + bpt + b�t;t+1i : (180)
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We now turn to the �rm�s surplus. We write its Bellman equation as follows:

Jt (wt) = at � wt �
�

2
xt (wt)

2
+ (�+ xt (wt))�Et [�t;t+1Jt+1 (wt+1)]

= at � wt �
�

2
xt (wt)

2
+ (�+ xt (wt))��Et [�t;t+1Jt+1 (wt)]

+ (�+ xt (wt))� (1� �)Et
�
�t;t+1Jt+1

�
w�t+1

��
= at � wt �

�

2
xt (wt)

2
+ (�+ xt (wt))�Et

�
�t;t+1Jt+1

�
w�t+1

��
+(�+ xt (wt))��Et

�
�t;t+1

�
Jt+1 (wt)� Jt+1

�
w�t+1

���
: (181)

Again, notice that

Jt (w)� Jt (w0) = w0 � w + �

2
xt (w

0)
2 � �

2
xt (w)

2

+(�+ xt (w))� (1� �)Et
�
�t;t+1Jt+1

�
w�t+1

��
+(�+ xt (w))��Et [�t;t+1Jt+1 (w)]

� (�+ xt (w0))� (1� �)Et
�
�t;t+1Jt+1

�
w�t+1

��
� (�+ xt (w0))��Et [�t;t+1Jt+1 (w0)] : (182)

So,

eJEt h bJt+1 (w�t )� bJt+1 �w�t+1�i = ewEt � bw�t+1�� ew bw�t + ��ex2 � �exe� eJ�Et �bxt+1 �w�t+1�� bxt+1 (w�t )�
+�� (�+ ex) e� eJEt h bJt+2 (w�t )� bJt+2 �w�t+1�i ; (183)

or, since �ex2 � �exe� eJ = 0;
Et

h bJt+1 (w�t )� bJt+1 �w�t+1�i = � eweJ Et � bw�t � bw�t+1�+ ��Et
h bJt+2 (w�t )� bJt+2 �w�t+1�i : (184)

Iterating forwards, in the same way we did in (176) and imposing

lim
T!1

(��)
T+1

Et

h bJt+T+1 (w�t )� bJt+T+1 �w�t+1�i = 0; (185)

we obtain

Et

h bJt+1 (w�t )� bJt+1 �w�t+1�i = � eweJ 1

1� ��Et
� bw�t � bw�t+1�

= � eweJ e�Et � bw�t � bw�t+1� : (186)

Finally, we log-linearize equation (181) :

eJ bJt (w�t ) = eabat � ew bw�t � �ex2bxt (w�t ) + � (�+ ex) e� eJEt hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i
+�exe� eJEt [bxt (w�t )]
+��Et

h
(�+ ex) e� eJ � bJt+1 (w�t )� bJt+1 �w�t+1��i ; (187)
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or, again since �ex2 � �exe� eJ = 0;
bJt (w�t ) = eaeJ bat � eweJ � bw�t + ��e�Et � bw�t � bw�t+1��+ �Et

hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i : (188)

Since �xt (w�t ) = �Et [�t;t+1Jt+1 (wt+1)] ; we have that

bxt (w�t ) = �Et

h bJt+1 (w�t )� bJt+1 �w�t+1�i+ Et hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i ; (189)

so we can also write (188) as

bJt (w�t ) =
eaeJ bat � eweJ � bw�t + ���e�Et � bw�t � bw�t+1��+ � (1� �) bxt (w�t )
+��Et

hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i : (190)

Also notice that from (189) we obtain

bxt+1 (w�t )� bxt+1 �w�t+1� = �Et+1

h bJt+2 (w�t )� bJt+2 �w�t+1�i ; (191)

so

Et
�bxt+1 (w�t )� bxt+1 �w�t+1�� = �Et

h bJt+2 (w�t )� bJt+2 �w�t+1�i
= �� eweJ e�Et � bw�t � bw�t+1� : (192)

We now go back to the log-linearization of �t (wt) = 1 + (�+ xt (wt))��Et
�
�t;t+1�t+1 (wt)

�
:

We log-linearize this equation in the usual way and we then "get rid" of �t+1 (wt) by iterating the
resulting equation forwards:

e�+ e�b�t (wt) = 1 + ��Et h(�+ ex) e�e�+ exe�e�bxt (wt) + (�+ ex) e�e�b�t;t+1 + (�+ ex) e�e�b�t+1 (wt)i ;
(193)

so b�t (wt) = ��exbxt (wt) + ��Et hb�t;t+1 + b�t+1 (wt)i : (194)
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Now we iterate:

b�t (wt) = ��exbxt (wt) + ��Et hb�t;t+1i+ ��Et �b�t+1 (wt)�
= ��exbxt (wt) + ��Et hb�t;t+1i

+��Et

h
��exbxt+1 (wt) + ��Et+1 hb�t+1;t+2i+ ��Et+1 �b�t+2 (wt)�i

= ��exbxt (wt) + (��)2 exEt [bxt+1 (wt)] + ��Et hb�t;t+1i+ (��)2Et hb�t+1;t+2i
+(��)

2
Et
�b�t+2 (wt)�

= ��exbxt (wt) + (��)2 exEt [bxt+1 (wt)] + ��Et hb�t;t+1i+ (��)2Et hb�t+1;t+2i
+(��)

2
Et

h
��exbxt+2 (wt) + ��Et+2 hb�t+2;t+3i+ ��Et+2 �b�t+3 (wt)�i

= ��exbxt (wt) + (��)2 exEt [bxt+1 (wt)] + (��)2 exEt [bxt+2 (wt)]
+��Et

hb�t;t+1i+ (��)2Et hb�t+1;t+2i+ (��)3Et hb�t+2;t+3i
+(��)

3
Et
�b�t+3 (wt)� : (195)

By using that limT!1 (��)
T
Et
�b�t+T (wt)� = 0; we have

b�t (wt) = ��Et

" 1X
i=0

(��)
i
�exbxt+i (wt) + b�t+i;t+i+1�# : (196)

So,

b�t (wt)� ��Et �b�t+1 (wt+1)� = ��Et

" 1X
i=0

(��)
i
�exbxt+i (wt) + b�t+i;t+i+1�� b�t+1 (wt+1)

#

= ��Et

" 1X
i=0

(��)
i
�exbxt+i (wt) + b�t+i;t+i+1�

���
1X
i=0

(��)
i
�exbxt+1+i (wt+1) + b�t+i+1;t+i+2�#

= ��Et

" 1X
i=1

(��)
i ex (bxt+i (wt)� bxt+i (wt+1)) + exbxt (wt) + b�t;t+1#

= ��Et

"
�

1X
i=1

(��)
i ex� eweJ e� [ bwt � bwt+1] + exbxt (wt) + b�t;t+1

#

= ��Et

�
� ��

1� �� ex� eweJ e� [ bwt � bwt+1] + exbxt (wt) + b�t;t+1
�

= � (��ex)�� eweJ e�
�
(��) e�Et [ bwt � bwt+1] + �� �exbxt (wt) + Et hb�t;t+1i� :(197)
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In the fourth line we have used equation (192) : The �nal expression is (only rearranging)

b�t (wt) = ��Et
�b�t+1 (wt+1)�� (��ex)�� eweJ e�

�
(��) e�Et [ bwt � bwt+1]

+��
�exbxt (wt) + Et hb�t;t+1i� : (198)

For the aggregate variable we just integrate to obtain

b�t = ��Et

hb�t+1i� (��ex)�� eweJ e�
�
(��) e�Et hbwt � bwt+1i

+��
�exbxt (wt) + Et hb�t;t+1i� : (199)

Spillover-free target wage
The log-linear version of equation (55) is

e� eJb�t (w�t ) + e� eJ bJt (w�t ) = �e� eHb�t (w�t ) + (1� e�) eH bHt (w
�
t ) ; (200)

or,
(1� e�)�1 b�t (w�t ) + bJt (w�t ) = bHt (w

�
t ) : (201)

We can now use the previously obtained expressions of bJt (w�t ) and bHt (w
�
t ) ; and use again the

above equation for t+ 1: The result is

eaeJ bat � eweJe� bw�t � ��� ew e�eJ�Et � bw�t � bw�t+1�+ � (1� �) bxt (w�t )
= � (1� e�)�1Et �b�t (w�t )� ��b�t+1 �w�t+1��� �epEt h bHx;t+1 + bpt + b�t;t+1i ; (202)

or

ew bw�t + ��� ew Et � bw�t � bw�t+1�
= e�eabat + eJe� (1� e�)�1Et �b�t (w�t )� ��b�t+1 �w�t+1��

+ eJe��epEt h bHx;t+1 + bpt + b�t;t+1i+ eJe�� (1� �) bxt (w�t ) ; (203)

where

 := e�e�
�
=

�e�
��+ � (1� �) : (204)

We can write the last equation as follows:

(1 + ��� ) bw�t
= ��� Et

� bw�t+1�+ e�eaew bat + eJe� (1� e�)�1ew Et
�b�t (w�t )� ��b�t+1 �w�t+1��

+
eJe��epew Et

h bHx;t+1 + bpt + b�t;t+1i+ eJe�� (1� �)ew bxt (w�t ) ; (205)
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or bw�t = �Et
� bw�t+1�+ (1� �) bwot (w�t ) ; (206)

where

bwot (w�t ) : = e� eaewbat + e� eJ (1� e�)
�1

ew Et
�b�t (w�t )� ��b�t+1 �w�t+1��

+e� eJ�epew Et

h bHx;t+1 + bpt + b�t;t+1i+ e� eJ� (1� �)ew bxt (w�t ) (207)

and

� :=
��� 

1 + ��� 
: (208)

Notice that, when � = 0; � = 0 and therefore bw�t = bwot (w�t ) :
Spillover e¤ects
We now want to �nd expressions for bxt (w�t ) ; b�t (w�t ) ; b�t+1 �w�t+1� and bHx;t+1 in term of the

gaps between contract wages and average wages.
Notice that sincebxt (wt) = �Et

h bJt+1 (wt)� bJt+1 �w�t+1�i+ Et hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i ; (209)

by integrating we obtain

bxt = �Et

hbJ t+1 � bJt+1 �w�t+1�i+ Et hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i (210)

and therefore bxt (wt)� bxt = �Et

h bJt+1 (wt)� bJ t+1i : (211)

Recall that

bJt (wt) =
eaeJ bat � eweJ bwt + �ex2eJ bxt (wt) + ��Et hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i
+���Et

h bJt+1 (wt)� bJt+1 �w�t+1�i ; (212)

so bJ t =
eaeJ bat � eweJ bwt + �ex2eJ bxt + ��Et hb�t;t+1 + bJt+1 �w�t+1�i
+���Et

hbJ t+1 � bJt+1 �w�t+1�i ; (213)

and then

bJt (wt)� bJ t =
eweJ
�bwt � bwt�+ �ex2eJ

�bxt (wt)� bxt�+ ���Et h bJt+1 (wt)� bJ t+1i
=

eweJ
�bwt � bwt�+ ex��Et h bJt+1 (wt)� bJ t+1i+ ���Et h bJt+1 (wt)� bJ t+1i

=
eweJ
�bwt � bwt�+ ��Et h bJt+1 (wt)� bJ t+1i

=
eweJ e�
�bwt � bwt� ; (214)
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where the last step follows from iteration forwards. Finally,

bxt (wt)� bxt = �� eweJ e�
� bwt � bwt� ; (215)

and in particular bxt (w�t )� bxt = �� eweJ e�
� bw�t � bwt� : (216)

The Bellman equation for �t (wt) yields

e�b�t (wt) = ��Et

hexe�e�bxt (wt)i
+��Et

h
(�+ ex) e�e��b�t;t+1 + b�t+1 (wt)�i

= ��exe�bxt (wt) + ��e�Et hb�t;t+1 + b�t+1 (wt)i
or b�t (wt) = ��exbxt (wt) + ��Et hb�t;t+1 + b�t+1 (wt)i ; (217)

so b�t = ��exbxt + ��Et hb�t;t+1 + b�t+1 (wt)i : (218)

Then,

b�t (wt)� b�t = ��ex�bxt (wt)� bxt�+ ��Et hb�t+1 (wt)� b�t+1 (wt)i
= ���ex� eweJ e�

� bwt � bwt�+ ��Et hb�t+1 (wt)� b�t+1 (wt)i
= � (ex��)� eweJ e��

�e�� bwt � bwt� ; (219)

where the last step follows from iteration forwards.
The the de�nition of the e¤ective bargaining power of the workers yielded equation (168), that

is, b�t (wt) = � (1� e�) (b�t (wt)�b�t) ; (220)

so, by integrating over the wages and taking di¤erences,

b�t (wt)� b�t = � (1� e�)�b�t (wt)� b�t�
= (1� e�) (ex��)� eweJ e��

�e�� bwt � bwt� (221)

and

Et

hb�t+1 (wt+1)� b�t+1i = (1� e�) (ex��)� eweJ e��
�e�Et h bwt+1 � bwt+1i : (222)

The Nash bargaining equation yields

(1� e�)�1Et �b�t+1 �w�t+1��+ Et h bJt+1 �w�t+1�i = Et

h bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�i
: (223)
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Since we have (222) ;

Et

h bHt+1

�
w�t+1

�
� bHt+1

i
=
eweHe�Et

h bw�t+1 � bwt+1i (224)

and

Et

h bJt+1 �w�t+1�� bJ t+1i = � eweJ e�Et
h bw�t+1 � bwt+1i ; (225)

equation (223) becomes

(1� e�)�1Et hb�t+1i+ Et hbJ t+1i = Et

h bHt+1

i
+ Et

h bw�t+1 � bwt+1i ; (226)

where

 :=
eweJ e�� (1� � (ex��) e��) : (227)

From the �rm�s FOC, by integrating, we have

bxt = Et

hb�t;t+1i+ Et hbJ t+1i : (228)

Now, combining this equation with (226) ;

Et

h bHt+1 + b�t;t+1i = bxt � Et h bw�t+1 � bwt+1i+ (1� e�)�1Et hb�t+1i : (229)

Substituting this last equation into the expression of the log-linearized target wage, (207) ; and

using that bHt+1 =
bHx;t+1 and also equations (216) and (221)

bwot (w�t ) : = e� eaewbat + e� eJ�ew (ep+ 1� �) bxt + e� eJ�epew bpt
+e� eJ (1� e�)�1ew Et

hb�t � (�� ep)�b�t+1i
+e��e��ex (1� �e�)�bwt � bw�t �
+e��e��ep

�
+ (�� ep) (ex��) e���Et hbwt+1 � bw�t+1i (230)

or bwot (w�t ) = bwot + �1
1� � Et

hbwt+1 � bw�t+1i+ �2
1� �

�bwt � bw�t � ; (231)

where

bwot : = e� eaewbat + e� eJ�ew (ep+ 1� �) bxt + e� eJ�epew bpt
+e� eJ (1� e�)�1ew Et

hb�t � (�� ep)�b�t+1i ; (232)

�1
1� � : = e��e��ep

�
+ (�� ep) (ex��) e��� (233)
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and
�2
1� � := e��e��ex (1� �e�) : (234)

Aggregate wages
Recall the wage index is

wt+1 = (1� �)w�t+1 + �
Z
W
w
�+ xt (w)

�+ xt
dGt (w) : (235)

First, we have that

w
�+ xt (w)

�+ xt
� ew + ew bw + ew ex

�+ ex �bxt (w)� bxt� ; (236)

so Z
W
w
�+ xt (w)

�+ xt
dGt (w) � ew + ewbwt + ew ex

�+ ex �bxt � bxt�
= ew + ewbwt: (237)

Then, ew + ewbwt+1 = (1� �) � ew + ew bw�t+1�+ �� ew + ewbwt� ; (238)

or bwt+1 = (1� �) bw�t+1 + �bwt: (239)

Recall that bw�t = �Et
� bw�t+1�+ (1� �) bwot (w�t ) (240)

and

bwot (w�t ) = bwot + �1
1� � Et

hbwt+1 � bw�t+1i+ �2
1� �

�bwt � bw�t � : (241)

Substituting the second equation into the �rst one yields

bw�t = � � �1
1 + �2

Et
� bw�t+1�+ (1� �)1 + �2

bwot + �1
1 + �2

Et

hbwt+1i+ �2
1 + �2

bwt
and since

Et
� bw�t+1� = 1

1� �Et
hbwt+1i� �

1� �
bwt; (242)

then

bw�t =

�
� � �1
1� � + �1

�
1

1 + �2
Et

hbwt+1i+ ��2 � (� � �1) �

1� �

� bwt
1 + �2

+
(1� �)
1 + �2

bwot ; (243)

and �nally bwt = bbwt�1 + obwot + fEt hbwt+1i (244)
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where

b : = ��1 (1 + �2) ; (245)

o : = ��1
1� �
�

(1� �) ; (246)

f : = ��1
� � ��1

�
; (247)

� : =
1

�
+ �2 + � � �1: (248)

Technology Process
From zt = z

�z
t�1e

"zt ; bzt = �zbzt�1 + "zt ; (249)

with ez = 1: (250)
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